1 August 2022

RHI Magnesita N.V.
(“RHI Magnesita” or the “Company” or the “Group”)

Strong first half earnings supported by price increases and market share gains
RHI Magnesita, the leading global supplier of high-grade refractory products, systems and solutions, today
announces its unaudited results for the six months ended 30 June 2022 (“H1 2022” or the “Period”).
Financial results
(€m unless stated otherwise)

H1 2022

H1 2021

Change

Revenue
Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted EBITA
Adjusted EBITA margin
Adjusted EPS
Net debt
Net debt to adjusted LTM
EBITDA

1,594
245
188
11.8%
€2.58
1,238

1,200
179
128
10.7%
€2.05
812

32.8%
36.6%
47.0%
110bps

2.7x

2.2x

H1 2022

H1 2021
Reported
1,200
136
125
€2.01
€0.50

Revenue
Reported EBITA
Profit before tax
EPS
Dividend per share

1,594
177
142
€2.06
€0.50

H1 2021
Constant Currency
Adjusted1
1,273
192
136
10.7%

Change
Constant Currency
Adjusted2
25.3%
27.7%
37.8%
110bps

1

H1 2021 adjusted for constant currency for H1 2022 average FX rates
Adjustments of €11 million to reported EBITA include €4m of write downs relating to the Russia/Ukraine conflict, and €2m relating to power purchase
agreement commitments
2

Operational highlights
• Price increases of €293 million since H1 2021 successfully executed, driving strong top line growth and
offsetting cost inflation from energy, raw materials and labour
• Significant market share gains in steel following investment in production network and inventory support
earnings, as customers continue to prioritise security of supply
• Recycling rate increased to 9.3% (H1 2021: 6.1%) leading to raw material supply and CO2 emissions benefits
following new joint venture with Horn & Co

Financial highlights
• Reported revenue increased 33% to €1,594 million (H1 2021: €1,200 million) and by 25% in constant currency
terms (H1 2021: €1,273 million)
• Adjusted EBITA increased by 47% to €188 million (H1 2021: €128 million), or 38% in constant currency
•

Net debt of €1,238 million (31 December 2021: €1,014 million) in line with management expectations and
guidance, as reduction in inventory volumes is offset by the increase in value of inventories and accounts
receivable due to cost inflation and price increases

•

Interim dividend of €0.50 per share declared

Outlook
• Expectations for full year earnings in 2022 unchanged, based on strong demand in the year to date and order
book for the second half
• Global growth outlook impacted by inflation and monetary policy response, labour and energy market
tightness and ongoing supply chain disruption
• Margins to be maintained through further price increases and with support from strategic cost saving
initiatives
• Gearing expected to reduce in the second half, targeting Net Debt : EBITDA towards 2.0x by year end
depending on earnings performance
Commenting on the results, Chief Executive Officer, Stefan Borgas, said:
“In the first half of 2022 we further demonstrated the benefits of prioritising customer deliveries in an environment
of continued supply chain volatility. Our investment in inventories to ensure our customers remain supplied with
essential refractories has underlined the importance of supply reliability and has enabled us to simultaneously
increase prices and gain market share. Following major investments in our production network, SG&A reduction and
progress on our sales strategies, the Group is in a strong position to maintain its leadership position in the refractory
industry and to navigate future challenges.”
A presentation for investors and analysts will be held today starting at 8:15am UK time (9:15am CET). The
presentation will be webcast live and details can be found on: https://ir.rhimagnesita.com/. Alternatively the
webcast can be accessed here.
For further enquiries, please contact:
Investors: Chris Bucknall, Head of Investor Relations, +43 699 1870 6490
Media: Mark Garraway, Hudson Sandler, +44 777 1860 938
About RHI Magnesita
RHI Magnesita is the leading global supplier of high-grade refractory products, systems and solutions which are
critical for high-temperature processes exceeding 1,200°C in a wide range of industries, including steel, cement, nonferrous metals and glass. With a vertically integrated value chain, from raw materials to refractory products and full
performance-based solutions, RHI Magnesita serves customers around the world, with around 13,500 employees in

28 main production sites and more than 70 sales offices. RHI Magnesita intends to build on its leadership in revenue,
scale, product portfolio and diversified geographic presence to expand further in high growth markets.
The Group maintains a premium listing on the Official list of the London Stock Exchange (symbol: RHIM) and is a
constituent of the FTSE 250 index, with a secondary listing on the Vienna Stock Exchange (Wiener Börse). For more
information please visit: www.rhimagnesita.com

HEALTH AND SAFETY
The Group maintained high standards in occupational health and safety, though there was some deterioration in
injury frequency rates since 2020. The lost time injury frequency rate remained stable at 0.2 per 200,000 hours
worked (H1 2021: 0.2). In 2022 the priority areas for health and safety improvements are preventative measures by
tracking leading indicators and near misses as well as specific campaigns focused on hand safety, tool use and lockout
procedures.
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
Reported revenue increased by 33% to €1,594 million, as price increases of €293 million were realised in the first
half, with additional costs from freight, energy, labour and raw materials fully passed on to customers. Revenue
increased by 25% on a constant currency basis after adjusting for changes in foreign exchange rates, notably the
strengthening of the US dollar versus the Euro which benefited revenues in the first half.
Adjusted EBITA increased by 47% to €188 million (H1 2021: €128 million) representing a margin of 11.8% (H1 2021:
10.7%), supported primarily by the price increase programme.
Freight, energy and raw material costs were respectively 18%, 60% and 12% higher in H1 2022 compared to H1 2021
on a constant currency basis, reflecting significant global inflation in each category due to supply chain disruption
and energy shortages resulting from the rapid recovery of global demand following the COVID-19 pandemic,
geopolitical instability and continuing lockdowns affecting port capacity and logistics in key locations. Cost inflation
was most pronounced in the first quarter, before easing in some areas in Q2. International containerised freight prices
peaked in January 2022 and have since stabilised at elevated levels.
Net debt increased to €1,238 million (31 December 2021: €1,014 million) despite a reduction in inventory volumes,
as the value of both raw material and finished goods inventories increased and supply chain reliability remained poor.
Accounts receivable increased due to higher finished goods prices whilst accounts payables reduced in line with lower
capital expenditure on production optimisation projects.
Working capital intensity of 29.3% remained above the medium-term target range of 15-18% as the Group continues
to prioritise security of supply to its customers throughout a period of ongoing global supply chain disruption.
Available liquidity was €1,043 million at the period end (31 December 2021: €1,181 million). The Group’s gearing
measured as the ratio of Net Debt to Adjusted EBITDA increased slightly to 2.7x (31 December 2021: 2.6x). Operating
cash flow reduced to €(76) million (H1 2021: €(55) million) with higher working capital requirements offsetting the
improvement in earnings due to price increases.
In May 2022 RHIM refinanced the outstanding principal of €260m of the €305 million OeKB Term Loan maturing in
June 2023 and increased the overall facility amount by signing an additional OeKB-backed tranche of €90m. The total
outstanding loan balance as of 30 June 2022 was €350m and the refinanced loan now has a final maturity in May
2027.
On 29 July 2022, the Group secured a new ESG linked €250 million term loan maturing in 2027 of which the proceeds
will be used to refinance the $200 million term loan maturing in 2023, significantly improving the Group’s debt
maturity profile as well as benefiting from a wholly euro denominated profile. The facility was secured at very
competitive interest rates and within the same margin grid as the $200 million term loan through its core relationship
banks.

OUTLOOK
Order books for both the Steel and Industrial businesses remain at normal levels, with six months of visibility in steel
and approaching one year for industrial. The outlook for global growth faces challenges from inflation and monetary
policy response, labour and energy market tightness and ongoing supply chain disruption.
More frequent and dynamic pricing discussions with customers have restored margins to acceptable levels following
the delays in passing on cost increases in 2021. The Group is confident that any further cost increases in 2022 can be
passed on quickly to customers, who continue to value security of supply over price.
Management is focused on reducing working capital in the second half of the year with a target to reduce Net Debt :
Adjusted EBITDA, towards 2.0x by the year end depending on earnings performance, as margins are maintained,
higher cost inventory is sold, overall inventory volumes are reduced, and further measures are taken to reduce
accounts receivable. Following investments in its production network and progress on sales strategies, the Group is
well positioned to navigate future volatility with a lower cost base and enhanced cash generating potential.
CAPITAL ALLOCATION AND SHAREHOLDER RETURNS
The Board's capital allocation policy remains to support the long-term Group strategy, providing flexibility for both
organic and inorganic investment opportunities and delivering attractive shareholder returns over the midterm.
These opportunities will be considered against a framework of strategic fit, risk profile, rates of return, synergy
potential and balance sheet strength.
The Group incurred €58 million of capital expenditure in H1 2022, comprising €36 million of project expenditure (H1
2021: €70 million) and €22 million of maintenance capex (H1 2021: €21 million).
Consistent with the Company’s dividend policy to pay an interim dividend equal to one third of the previous final
dividend, the Board has declared an interim dividend of €0.50 per share representing €23.5 million in aggregate. The
interim dividend will be paid on 23 September 2022 to shareholders on the register on 26 August 2022.
The acquisition of SÖRMAŞ in Turkey announced in H2 2021 is on track to complete in the second half of 2022.
Further M&A progress was made during the period with the acquisition and joint venture established with Horn &
Co. to accelerate the Group’s use of secondary raw materials in its refractory products. Whilst the Group’s priority
in the second half will be to reduce gearing, alongside the planned investment in ongoing strategic projects, it will
continue to assess bolt-on acquisition opportunities where the value creation case is compelling.
SUSTAINABILITY
The Group has continued its leadership in the field of Sustainability with a further increase in the use of secondary
raw material to 9.3% in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: 6.1%). Increasing the usage of recycled raw materials is the
fastest route for the Group to reduce its CO2 emissions in the short term, since residual refractory material has already
been processed from its raw carbonate form. Each tonne of recycled raw material used avoids the release of
approximately two tonnes of CO2 which would otherwise be emitted in the manufacturing process.
On 3 May 2022, RHI Magnesita agreed a new joint venture with Horn & Co. Group to accelerate the Group's use of
secondary raw materials in its refractory products. The joint venture will give RHI Magnesita access to additional
quantities of secondary raw material and improve productivity in the recycling process. In the longer term it is
intended to grow the business to become a leading supplier of high quality recycled materials to the broader
refractory industry in Europe.
RHI Magnesita was awarded a ‘Gold’ ESG rating by EcoVadis in June 2022, maintaining the high level of performance
established in 2021 and reflecting the Group’s industry leading capabilities and transparency in sustainability.

REGIONALISATION
The Group adopted further regionalisation of its management structures during the first half, including the creation
of new regional functions and the separation of the Americas business unit into North and South America. The
regionalisation programme is intended to further strengthen our support to customers, increase agility and
responsiveness to changes in local market conditions, advance the local-for-local supply strategy and encourage
faster decision making in response to ongoing supply chain volatility.
STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
In 2019, RHI Magnesita launched a series of strategic initiatives aimed at generating a cumulative annual EBITA
contribution of €110 million from cost savings and €40-60 million from sales initiatives in flow control, new markets
and heat management solutions, enabled by digitalisation in 2023.
In the first half of 2022 the Group’s €46 million investment at Hochfilzen, Austria was completed, on-time and onbudget, transforming the site it into a new European hub for low-cost dolomite-based materials. Capacity was also
transferred from Kruft to the newly expanded Urmitz plant in Germany. The project is on-budget and on-schedule,
with the ramp up of production ongoing. The Radenthein investment is delivering efficiency benefits with further
savings expected as the new systems are implemented during 2022.
In China, the Group has made good progress in H1 2022 in developing its Dalian plant to increase capacity into flow
control products and magnesia shaped bricks. The construction of the tunnel kiln and new plant in currently
underway at Chongquing, the Group’s recent Joint Venture, currently targeting the cement sector but with scope to
expand into more industries.
In Brazil, design updates to the second stage of the Contagem project are expected to be adopted to reflect changes
in key parameters including local inflation, exchange rates and freight costs. Completion of the project is now
scheduled for H2 2023. The Brumado project has been impacted by construction delays and is now scheduled for
completion in H1 2023. It is anticipated that Contagem and Brumado will require an additional 10-15% of capital
expenditure in 2022 and 2023.
Growth in new markets continued, with revenues increasing by 41% and 32% in India and China, respectively. Flow
control revenue increased by 23% to €249 million (H1 2021: €203 million) and solutions contracts accounted for 32%
of revenue in the first half of 2022 (H1 2021: 29%).
RAW MATERIALS
Raw material prices increased significantly in Q4 2021, before stabilizing at elevated levels in H1 2022. Chinese
suppliers reduced production due to power shortages, energy rationing and high energy costs. Global energy
shortages have resulted in high prices for materials which are energy intensive to produce, such as fused alumina
and fused magnesia.
RUSSIA AND UKRAINE
RHI Magnesita’s activities have been impacted by the conflict in Ukraine and sanctions applied to its customers in
Russia. To date, the Group has incurred write downs in inventory and accounts receivables of around €4 million.
Uncertainty remains over the security of supply of natural gas from Russia to Europe and contingency plans have
been prepared, intended to offset limited gas availability through switching to alternative fuels, including Liquified
Petroleum Gas and solid fuels. The Group will incur approximately €6 million of additional Capex in 2022 to prepare
for potential gas supply disruption.

STEEL
H1 2022

H1 2021
(Reported)

H1 2021
(Constant
currency)

Change
(Reported)

Change
(Constant
currency)

1,150

855

911

34.5%

26.2%

258

184

197

40.2%

31.0%

22.4%

21.5%

21.6%

90bps

80bps

128

86

95

48.9%

34.7%

Adj EBITA margin

11.1%

10.1%

10.4%

100bps

70bps

Steel regions by
revenue (€m)

H1 2022

H1 2021
(Reported)

H1 2021
(Constant
currency)

Change
(Reported)

Change
(Constant
currency)

Europe, CIS, Turkey

281

233

229

20.6%

22.7%

North America

327

236

259

38.6%

26.3%

South America

187

132

152

41.7%

23.0%

China and East Asia

121

93

101

30.1%

19.8%

India, Africa, West
Asia

234

161

169

45.3%

38.5%

Steel
Revenue (€m)
Gross Profit (€m)
Gross margin
Adj EBITA (€m)

The steel sector accounts for around 70% of Group revenues with market demand closely aligned to global steel
production volumes. Refractory products are used to line steel producing equipment to protect against extreme
temperatures of up to 1,800 degrees C. RHI Magnesita offers a comprehensive product and service offering for all
steel applications, including primary iron and steel making as well as ingot and continuous casting.
Revenue in the first six months of 2022 increased by 35% to €1,150 million during the period (H1 2021: €855 million)
and by 26% on a constant currency basis, driven by successful price increases across the product range to offset
inflationary pressures in the supply chain.
The Steel division recorded a gross margin of 22.4%, an increase of 90bps compared to H1 2021 of 21.5% as price
increases were reflected in margins. The steel business has a fast replacement cycle, ranging from 20 minutes to 2
months depending on the application, enabling faster implementation of new pricing.
Demand has continued to be strong and order book visibility extends to the end of H2 2022, though there are
indications of a possible moderation of demand in FY 2023.
Europe, CIS and Turkey
Revenue in Europe, CIS and Turkey increased by 21% to €281 million (H1 2021: €233 million). On a constant currency
basis, revenue increased by 23%. World Steel Association data indicates that steel production in Europe, CIS and
Turkey decreased by 10% in H1 2022 compared to H1 2021. RHI Magnesita’s shipped refractory volumes were
broadly in line with H1 2021, representing an outperformance against the market contraction.
Growth in flow control has been progressing well in the region with several large orders realised following the
completion of trials. The region has also grown sales of a new cold-setting mixes product range, which deliver higher
than average margins as well as significant energy savings for customers.

During the first half, RHI Magnesita signed a new three-year solutions contract with a key customer in Spain. The
contract covers all refractory consumables including functional products and mixes, machinery, equipment and
technical on-site services.
North America
Revenue in North America increased by 39% to €327 million (H1 2021: €236 million), mostly due to increase in
pricing. On a constant currency basis, revenue increased by 26% over the period. Reported revenue benefited from
exchange rate movements as the US dollar strengthened against the Euro during the period.
Shipped volumes were broadly flat, decreasing by 1% in H1 2022 compared to H1 2021, comparable to World Steel
Association data indicating that steel production in the region decreased by 2%. Supply chain challenges including
land and sea freight disruption continued to affect customer deliveries.
Investments to optimize production at York, Pennsylvania, are largely complete and are driving improved efficiency
and increased output of dolomite based refractories. Expanding production at York reduces lead times, working
capital requirements and reliance on international freight whilst improving service levels for customers in North
America, in line with the Group’s local-for-local strategy. Other measures taken to mitigate restricted availability of
raw materials have included the development of alternative raw materials for binder additives, developed by RHI
Magnesita’s own R&D function.
Market share increased at several key customer sites in the flow control segment as optimization of the Saybrook
plant supported sales growth.
A five year contract was signed with a key customer to provide heat management solutions for electric arc furnace,
argon oxygen decarburization and ladle applications. Another major steel customer also extended an existing
solutions contract for seven years, covering electric arc furnace refractories and automated gunning machinery.
RHI Magnesita’s range of digital products and customer portal offer increased transparency for sales teams and
customers. Several clients in the region adopted the new customer portal and ‘Gather’ application during the first
half, which collates information from plant inspections.
South America
Revenue in South America increased by 42% to €187 million (H1 2021: €132 million), due to an increase in average
finished product prices and market share gains. On a constant currency basis, revenue increased by 23% as sales
benefited from the strengthening of the Brazilian real against the euro.
Steel production in South America contracted by 3% according to the World Steel Association, whilst RHI Magnesita
shipped volumes increased by 2%.
The Group increased its proportion of revenue from solutions contracts and a new five year contract commencing in
March 2023 was agreed with a major customer.
The region achieved a recycling rate of 9.3% in finished products, a significant increase on the 6.8% rate delivered in
H1 2021.
China and East Asia
China and East Asia revenue increased by 30% to €121 million (H1 2021: €93 million), with China revenue up 28%
and East Asia 31%. On a constant currency basis, regional revenue increased by 20% as reported revenue benefited
from the strength of the Chinese yuan and the US dollar against the euro. The revenue increase was driven by both
higher shipped volumes and price increases.
Steel output in the region declined by 6% over the period and by a contraction of 6% in China, as slowing growth was
compounded by port and factory shutdowns due to Covid-19 related restrictions.

The Group has continued to drive efficiency savings and expand capacity in the region through its production
optimisation programme. A temper furnace was installed in the Dalian plant in March 2022 to increase capacity of
shaped magnesia products and flow control production capacity at Dalian has also increased by 25%.
The Group has further strengthened its heat management solutions business in the region with one major contract
increased in scope from EAF only to a solutions contract for the entire plant. A solutions contract in Vietnam was also
successfully extended for a further three years.
As part of the Group’s digitalisation strategy, a new Manufacturing Execution System (“MES”) has been developed to
track, control and optimise the refractory manufacturing processes from raw material through to finished product.
The new MES is in the implementation phase in Dalian and is on track for completion in H2 2022. Continued success
in digital product sales for customer use was demonstrated by the installation of AGELLIS infrared camera
measurement technology at a major client’s sites in Japan and New Zealand.
India, West Asia and Africa
Revenue in the India, West Asia and Africa region increased by 45% to €234 million (H1 2021: €161 million). On a
constant currency basis, revenue increased by 38%, as reported revenue benefited from a slight strengthening of the
Indian rupee against the euro.
The revenue increase was driven by both market share gain and higher pricing, with shipped volumes increasing by
9% compared to a 4% increase in regional steel production recorded by the World Steel Association.
As part of the Group’s production optimization programme, the Group has invested into expanding production at its
Cuttack and Vizag plants and output at these facilities has been ramping up successfully in H1 2022.
The Group has continued to build its flow control presence in India, converting several customer trials into regular
orders with key customers. Successful trials of slide gates, purgebeam and cold setting tundish mixes were
completed.
The first installation in the region of Electromagnetic Level Identification (“EMLI”) was completed during the first
half, along with Automated Process Optimisation (“APO”) and SAR+ (Refractory Application System) installations,
which will collect data to control refractory consumption.
During the period, the Group established a long term contract with a major customer for processing spent
refractories, under which RHI Magnesita will sort, separate and segregate secondary raw material in its Cuttack plant.
Steel outlook
The outlook for end markets has weakened against an uncertain macroeconomic backdrop, with the construction
and automotive sectors facing ongoing supply chain constraints. Risks to demand in Europe remain due to the
ongoing conflict in Ukraine and the possibility of energy market disruption in the second half of 2022.
In the US, steel production is expected to benefit from the $1 trillion infrastructure bill and new steel plant
construction over the period 2023-25.
In South America, pressure on current pricing levels from competitors is anticipated in H2 and some customers are
indicating that they plan to reduce steel output in the remainder of the year.
Steel production volumes in India have been impacted by the imposition of a 15% export duty from 22 March,
however order books remain strong until the end of 2022.

INDUSTRIAL
H1 2022

H1 2021
Reported

Industrial
Revenue (€m)

444

Gross Profit (€m)
Gross margin
Adj EBITA (€m)
Adj EBITA margin

Change
(reported)

346

H1 2021
(Constant
currency)
362

28.3%

Change
(constant
currency)
22.7%

115

87

89

32.2%

29.2%

25.9%

25.3%

24.6%

60bps

130bps

60

42

42

42.9%

42.9%

13.6%

12.0%

11.5%

160bps

210bps

Change
(reported)
11.0%

Change
(constant
currency)
5.8%

H1 2022
Industrial by segment
by revenue (€m)
Cement & Lime

H1 2021
Reported

181

163

H1 2021
(Constant
currency)
171

Nonferrous metals

107

71

74

50.7%

44.6%

Process industries

156

112

117

39.3%

33.3%

The Industrial division serves customers in the cement, lime, non-ferrous metals and process industries including
glass, foundries, aluminum and “EEC” (environment, energy and chemical industries). Revenue in the first six months
of 2022 increased by 28% to €444 million (H1 2021: €346 million). On a constant currency basis, revenue increased
by 23%. The Industrial division recorded a gross margin of 25.9%, (H1 2021: 25.3%), an increase of 60bps, following
the implementation of price increases to offset higher production and delivery costs.
Cement & Lime
Revenue for Cement & Lime increased by 11.0% on a reported basis to €181 million (H1 2021: €163 million) and by
5.8% on a constant currency basis. Price increases implemented across the division were largely offset by lower
volumes in H1, with many of the winter repair season deliveries taking place in Q4 2021 rather than Q1 2022. Overall,
market share has remained stable.
Following the successful roll out of the Automated Process Optimisation (“APO”) tool, used in the steel and nonferrous metals (“NFM”) industries to improve predictability of lining wear rates, the Group has developed a similar
tool for the Cement industry which is being piloted in several locations.
The Group acquired a 51% ownership stake in a new joint venture in Chongqing in December 2021 in return for initial
consideration of €5 million and an investment of €12 million in new production capacity targeting the cement sector
with scope to expand into more industries. Civil works at the site have now completed, with construction of the
tunnel kiln and new plant underway and the project is expected to complete by Q2 2023.
Nonferrous metals
Revenue for nonferrous metals increased by 51% in the period to €107 million compared to the prior year (H1 2021:
€71 million), and by 45% on a constant currency basis. The increased revenue was due to higher prices and the
release of a backlog in projects built up in 2021 following supply chain disruptions compounded by the unscheduled
maintenance at Radenthein in Q3 2021.

Process industries
Revenue for process industries increased by 39% on a reported basis to €156 million (H1 2021: €112 million) and by
33% on a constant currency basis. Revenue was substantially higher during the period due to both price increases
and a higher volume of shipped finished products. Price increases are slower to implement in the process industries
segment given the longer replacement cycles (5 - 10 years), and the Group therefore expects to recover further
margin in this segment in H2 2022.
As part of its digitalization strategy, the Group has successfully trialed a webshop as an additional sales channel for
the process industries business which will be rolled out in 2023.
Industrial outlook
Demand has continued to be strong across the order book, with visibility extending to 12 months. However, the
medium term outlook for end markets driving the industrial business has weakened due to uncertain
macroeconomic conditions.

FINANCE REVIEW
Reporting approach
The Company uses a number of alternative performance measures (“APMs”), in addition to those reported in
accordance with IFRS, which reflect the way in which the Board and the Executive Management Team assesses the
underlying performance of the business. The Group’s results are presented on an “adjusted” basis, using APMs which
are not defined or specified under the requirements of IFRS, but are derived from the IFRS financial statements. The
APMs are used to improve the comparability of information between reporting periods and to address investors’
requirements for clarity and transparency of the Group’s underlying financial performance. The APMs are used
internally in the management of our business performance, budgeting and forecasting. A reconciliation of key
metrics to the reported financials is presented in the section titled APMs.
All references to comparative H1 2021 figures in this review are on a reported basis, unless stated otherwise. Figures
presented at constant currency represent H1 2021 translated to average H1 2022 exchange rates of 1 Euro to 1.10
USD, 1 Euro to 7.11 CNY, 1 Euro to 5.63 BRL, 1 Euro to 83.37 INR, 1 Euro to 15.86 TRY.
Group performance
Revenue for the Period amounted to €1,594 million (H1 2021: €1,200 million), up by 33% On a constant currency
basis, revenue increased by 25% over the Period. The increase in revenue was driven by a stronger steel business,
where reported revenue increased by 35% to €1,150 million (H1 2021: €855 million). Industrial sector reported
revenue increased by 29% to €444 million (H1 2021: €346 million).
The Group cost of goods sold over the Period amounted to €1,221 million (H1 2021: €929 million), an increase of
31% compared to the same period last year. On a constant currency basis, cost of goods sold was 24% higher (H1
2021: €987 million). Raw material costs increased by 12%, energy costs by 60%, freight costs by 18% and labour costs
by 11% on a constant currency basis, contributed to the increase in cost of goods sold versus H1 2021.
The Group delivered gross margin of 23.4%, an increase of 80bps compared to the same period last year (H1 2021:
22.6%). Gross margin over the period for the Steel business increased by 90bps to 22.4% (H1 2021: 21.5%). The
Industrial business gross margin was stronger at 25.9%, increasing by 60bps (H1 2021: 25.3%).
Selling, General and Administrative (“SG&A”) expenses, excluding R&D expenses, amounted to €181 million in H1
2022 (H1 2021: €140 million), 29% higher than the comparative period. SG&A as a percentage of revenue reduced
to 11.4% (H1 2021: 11.7%). Higher SG&A in the period was mainly due to increased personnel costs, including wage
inflation, and strategic investments into sales initiatives including digitalisation, supply chain optimisation and
sustainability.
Other income and expenses amounted to €(11) million in H1 2022 (H1 2021: €8 million), comprising a €(4) million
write down of receivables and inventories in Russia and Ukraine, €(2) million relating to the amortisation of the
Oberhausen provision and €(2) million relating to plant closure costs at Dashiquo, China.
Adjusted EBITDA margin was 15.4%, compared to 14.9% in H1 2021, increasing by 50bps. Adjusted EBITDA increased
by 37% to €245 million (H1 2021: €179 million).

H1 2022 H1 2021
(€m)

H1 2021

Reported

at constant
currency

% Change
Reported

% Change
at constant
currency

Revenue

1,594

1,200

1,273

32.8%

25.3%

Cost of Sales

-1,221

-929

987

23.7%

31.6%

Gross Profit

373

272

286

37.5%

30.5%

Gross margin

23.4%

22.6%

22.5%

80bps

90bps

SG&A

-181

-140

-146

29.3%

23.9%

R&D expenses

-18

-14

-15

23.7%

18.1%

OIE

-10

8

9

(229)%

(215)%

EBIT

164

126

134

30.9%

22.3%

Amortization

-13

-10

-11

25.0%

17.6%

EBITA

177

136

146

30.4%

21.9%

Adjusted items

11

-8

-10

(238)%

(210)%

Adjusted EBITA

188

128

136

47.0%

37.8%

Adjusted EBITA increased by 47% on a reported basis, to €188 million (H1 2021: €128 million), mainly due to price
increases which successfully offset higher production and distribution costs.
The Group recorded an Adjusted EBITA margin of 11.8%, increasing by 110bps compared to 10.7% for the same
period last year. The Refractory margin contributed 8.4% of Group EBITA margin (H1 2021: 7.6%) and the vertical
integration contributed 3.4% (H1 2021: 3.1%).
Net financial expenses in H1 2022 amounted to €(22) million (H1 2021: €(6.5) million), with net interest expenses of
€(10) million (H1 2021: €(2.7) million) and other net financial expenses of €(16) million (H1 2021: €(10) million). Net
interest expenses in H1 2021 benefited from €5 million of interest income following a Brazilian Supreme Court ruling
that resulted in a refund of revenue-based taxes previously overpaid into interest income. Net interest expenses on
borrowings increased due to an increase in margin on the Group's debt facilities linked to higher leverage levels,
additional gross borrowings, and the higher base rates on variable interest facilities.
Total foreign exchange and derivative variances amounted to a €4.0 million positive contribution (H1 2021: €6.8
million).
Reported profit before tax amounts to €142 million (H1 2021: €125 million). Total tax for H1 2022 in the income
statement amounted to €38 million (H1 2021: €26 million), representing a 27% reported effective tax rate (H1 2021:
21%). The reported effective tax rate in the period was higher than the prior period given the tax effect of
extraordinary expenses in Austria and other jurisdictions, most notably the recognition of profit of a swap under local
GAAP but not for IFRS purposes and the revaluation of the deferred tax asset incurred at FY21 following the reduction
of Austrian corporation tax from 25% to 23%.
On a reported basis, the Group recorded a profit after tax of €104 million (H1 2021: €99 million) and earnings per
share of €2.06 (H1 2021: €2.01).

Adjusted profit before tax amounts to €169 million (H1 2021: €130 million), and the respective adjusted effective tax
rate is 24% (H1 2021: 22%). On an adjusted basis, profit after tax was €129 million (H1 2021: €101 million) and
adjusted earnings per share for H1 2022 were €2.58 (H1 2021: €2.05 per share), which is stated after excluding other
income and expenses and restructuring charges (€11 million) and other financial income and expenses (€3.1 million).
The full year adjusted effective tax rate is expected to be between 23-25% in 2022, due to the tax effect of
extraordinary expenses in Austria and, to a lesser extent, in other jurisdictions, most notably the revaluation of the
deferred tax asset following the reduction of the Austrian corporation tax rate from 25% to 23%.

Earnings per share
H1 2022
Reported

Items excluded from
adjusted performance

H1 2022
Adjusted

188

(€m unless otherwise stated)
EBITA

177

11

Amortisation

13

13

(22)

3.1

Net financial expenses

(19)

Result of profit in joint ventures
Profit before tax

142

169

Income tax
Profit after tax

(38)

(41)

104

129

Non-controlling interest
Profit attributable to shareholders
Shares outstanding (shares, m)
Earnings per share

7.3
97
47.0

7.3
121
47.0

€2.06ps

€2.58ps

Cash flow and working capital
Operating cash flow, which is presented to reflect net cash inflow from operating activities before tax and net finance
expenses, was €(76) million for H1 2022 (H1 2021: €(55) million), representing a net outflow given the increase in
the value of inventories since 31 December 2021.
Working capital increased to €999 million at H1 2022 (30 June 2021: €457 million) from €677 million at year end as
cost inflation increased the value of raw material and finished goods inventories held. During H2 2021, the Group
increased its volumes of inventories, in response to the supply chain volatility and in order to ensure security of
supply. Inventories volumes increased in H2 2021 but decreased somewhat in H1 2022 as the Group took measures
to reduce stocks of finished goods. Despite the reduction in volumes, the value of inventories increased to €1,143
million at 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021: €703 million), up from €977 million at the 2021 year end. Higher valuation of
stock also drove an increase in accounts receivable to €403 million at 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021: €251 million), and
up from €349 million at the 2021 year end. Accounts receivable is defined as trade receivables plus contracts assets,
less contract liabilities in financial notes 6 and 8. Accounts payable was €547 million (30 June 2021: €497 million)
compared to €649 million at the year-end 2021 as capital expenditure on production optimisation projects reduced.
Working capital intensity, measured as a percentage of the last three months’ annualised revenue (€3,416 million)
increased by 10.8 ppt, to 29.3% (H1 2021: 18.5%). Accounts receivable intensity was 11.8% (H1 2021: 10.1%) and
accounts payable intensity was 16.0% (H1 2021: 20.1%). As previously guided, working capital intensity is not

expected to reduce to the medium term target range of 15 – 18% during 2022, due to ongoing supply chain
disruptions.
Working capital financing, used to provide low cost liquidity and support the Group’s commercial offering to
customers, stood at €321 million on 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021: €287 million), comprising €209 million of accounts
receivable financing (factoring) and €111 million of accounts payable financing (forfeiting). Working capital financing
levels vary according to business activity, and the Group’s Board has set a ceiling of €320 million.
An increase in working capital of €322 million since FY 2021 offset by a positive currency impact of €56 million
resulted in a net cash outflow of €267 million.
The Group incurred €58 million of capital expenditure (H1 2021: €91 million), of which €22 million was maintenance
related and €36 million was deployed in strategic projects. Full year guidance for project related capital expenditure
has been increased to €115 million including the additional €6 million allocated to mitigating natural gas supply
disruption and €15 million due to unfavourable foreign exchange movements, with the most material currency pair
being the Euro against Brazilian real and €10 million has been allocated from 2022 to 2023. Maintenance capital
expenditure of €85 million is unchanged. Capital expenditure in 2023 has been increased by €10 million to €160
million, given the inflationary environment and anticipated increased expenditure to complete the investment
projects in Brazil.
Net interest payments on net debt and further refinancing costs amounted to €12 million in the Period (H1 2021:
€11 million).
Cash Flow

€m
Adjusted EBITA
Working Capital
Changes in Other Assets/Liabilities
Capital Expenditure
Depreciation
Operating Cash Flow1
Cash tax
Net financial expenses
Restructuring/Transaction Costs
Dividend payments
Acquisitions of treasury shares
Acquisitions
Right of use assets
Non-cash FX translation on debt
Realised FX
Other
Free Cash Flow1
1

Further detail on the adjustments can be found in Alternative Performance Measures section

H1 2022

H1
2021

188
-266
4
-58
57
-76
-36
-12
-12
-47
-18
-4
-3
-7
-10
-224

128
-75
-68
-91
51
-55
-24
-11
-33
-35
-73
-1
-2
-9
12
-232

Financial position

The Group’s net debt at 30 June 2022 was €1,238 million, comprising total debt of €1,627 million, leases of €54
million and cash and cash equivalents and marketable securities of €443 million.
As at 30 June 2022, total leases amounted to €54 million (H1 2021: €51 million), which under IFRS 16 is included in
the Company’s net debt position.
The Group’s leverage position has increased to 2.7x net debt to EBITDA (31 December 2021: 2.6x) and has increased
by 0.5x since H1 2021. As previously guided, leverage is expected to reduce towards 2.0x during the second half of
2022.
Total liquidity for the Group at 30 June 2022 was €1,043 million, including undrawn committed facilities of €600
million.
The Group will have debt maturities of €122 million in the second half of 2022 and €356 million in 2023, of which
€80 million is payable in 2022 and €322 million in 2023.
In May 2022 RHIM refinanced the outstanding principal of €260m of the €305 million OeKB Term Loan maturing in
June 2023 and increased the overall facility amount by signing an additional OeKB-backed tranche of €90 million.
The total outstanding loan balance as of 30 June 2022 is €350 million and the refinanced loan now matures in May
2027.
On 29 July 2022, the Group secured a new ESG linked €250 million term loan maturing in 2027 of which the proceeds
will be used to refinance the $200 million term loan maturing in 2023 at very competitive interest rates and within
the same margin grid as the $200 million term loan.
Out of the total gross debt of €1,627 million, 87% is denominated in Euro. The floating to fixed ratio of the gross debt
is 34% to 66% and the average interest rate is 1.53% (including swaps).
Return on invested capital
Return on invested capital (ROIC) is used to assess the Group’s efficiency in executing its capital allocation strategy,
which is aimed at enabling organic growth, disciplined M&A and shareholder returns.
Group ROIC in H1 2022 was 10.3% (H1 2021: 9.6%), from a total of €2,692 million of invested capital (H1 2021: €2,296
million) and €139 million recorded net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) (H1 2021: €99 million). ROIC for raw
materials assets was 16.9% (H1 2021: 14.2%), from a total of €467 million of invested capital (H1 2021: €430 million)
and €40 million NOPAT (H1 2021: €30 million). ROIC for refractory assets was 9.0% (H1 2021: 8.8%), from a total of
€2,225 million of invested capital (H1 2021: €1,545 million) and €100 million NOPAT (H1 2021: €68 million).
PRINCIPAL RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
The Group has an established risk management process based on a formally approved framework and regular risk
surveys among functional and operational managers aimed at systematically identifying, assessing and mitigating
risks and uncertainties in the Group.
Material and major risks with potentially high impacts on the Group, its results or its ability to achieve its strategic
objectives are reviewed regularly by the Board.
The risks considered by the Board to be the principal risks were presented in the 2021 Annual Report, which is
available on the Group’s website at www.rhimagnesita.com.

The Board has reconsidered the principal risks and uncertainties of the Group and assessed the broader macro and
external risk environment and has determined that those risks reported in the 2021 Annual Report remain relevant
for the remaining half of the 2022 financial year.
The risk likelihood and/or potential impact of five out of the eleven principal risks have changed during H1 2022, as
highlighted in the summary table below.
The risks arising from the current macro-economic environment added additional attention to RHIM’s management
team. The war between Russia and Ukraine generated uncertainties on energy supply and energy prices.
Additionally, the risk of recession is being potentialized by high inflation and increasing interest rates. All those
factors brought further responsiveness from the Company’s management. The current macro-economic
environment is being subject to enhanced monitoring and mitigation.
The Company is experiencing an increase competitivity in regions such as South America and Europe. Consequently,
the principal risk impacted by such challenges increased their potential to exceed the risk appetite and are being
subject to enhanced monitoring and mitigation.
On the other hand, the Company has been effective in identifying the need for price increases and passing them
through to customers. This has had a positive effect on the risk level associated with this principal risk. The remaining
six principal risks are largely unchanged compared to the 2021 Annual Report – these are listed below.
The risks may occur independently from each other or in combination. In the event that they occur in combination,
their impact may be reinforced. The Group might be facing other risks than the ones mentioned here, some of them
being currently unknown or not considered to be material.
The updated comprehensive analysis of the principal risks faced by RHI Magnesita will be included in the 2022 Annual
Report.
Macroeconomic
environment and
condition of
customer industries
leading to
significant sales
volume reductions.

Increased

Supplier
dependency risk

Unchanged

Inability to execute
key strategic
initiatives

Unchanged

Significant changes
in the competitive
environment or
speed of disruptive
innovation

Increased

Increased risk of a weaker macro-economic backdrop driving weaker
customer demand, high inflation and higher interest rates, including given
the Russia/Ukraine war driving high oil and natural gas prices, risk of further
Covid lockdowns in China and Central Banks intervention to reduce inflation.
The Group monitors various leading indicators and undertakes scenario
planning, defining a range of actions to be taken in each scenario.

RHIM’s competitive position could be impacted by changes in freight costs,
competitors reducing prices, increased imported competition, particularly in
Europe.
Externally driven costs have been successfully passed on to customers in
2022, the Production Optimisation plan is structurally reducing the
Group’s finished goods and raw materials cost position and customers

Reliability of the
end-to-end value
chain

Increased

Sustainability Environmental and
climate risks

Unchanged

Sustainability Health & Safety
risks

Unchanged

Regulatory and
compliance risks
Cyber and
information security
risk
Ability to predict
and pass cost
increases to
customers
Organizational
capacity to execute
strategy, including
demonstrating
Company cultural
values

Unchanged

continue to value the services, security of supply and technologically
advanced products offered by the Group.
Due to ongoing logistics challenges, risk of further Covid lockdowns in China,
risk of European gas shortages and uncertain future refractory demand, it is
more challenging to determine the right inventory levels. The Group’s focus
remains on seamlessly supplying customers and it continues to carry higher
inventory levels than normal.

Unchanged

Decreased

Increased

Externally driven costs have been successfully passed on to customers over
past 9 months. The process to identify the need for price increases and pass
them through is more mature. This remains a key area of management focus
with ongoing cost inflation
Slightly increased given the increased difficulty of attracting and retaining
talent, particularly for mid-level positions. Senior level retention remains
high in most areas. Salary inflation is being captured by the salary benchmark
mechanism and is monitored to react with a tailored and fast approach in
case of changes.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
RHI Magnesita enters into arrangements with a number of its subsidiaries and affiliated companies in the course of
its business. These arrangements relate to service transactions and financing agreements and RHI Magnesita treat
these arrangements as related party transactions. Furthermore, RHI Magnesita includes transactions with key
management personnel as related party transactions. As of the balance sheet date, 30 June 2022, there have been
no significant changes in the related party transactions from those described in RHI Magnesita's 2021 Annual Report.
More information can be found in note 19 of the Condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
GOING CONCERN
In considering the appropriateness of adopting the going concern basis in preparing the interim condensed
consolidated financial statements, the Directors have assessed the potential cash generation of the Group and
considered a range of downside scenarios that model different degrees of potential economic downturn. This
assessment covers the period of a minimum of 12 months from the date of signing the condensed consolidated
financial statements. This assessment considers the period up to the subsequent financial year end, 31 December
2023, for any indicators that the going concern preparation is not appropriate.
The scenarios considered by the Directors include a severe but plausible downside and a reverse stress test which
determines how much revenue could reduce before breaching the Group’s debt covenants. Further mitigating actions

within management control would be taken under each scenario, including fixed cost reduction but these were not
incorporated in the downside modelling.
The Directors have also considered the Group’s current liquidity and available facilities. As of 30 June 2022, the Group
balance sheet reflects cash and cash equivalents of €443.4 million. In addition, the Group has access to a €600 million
Revolving Credit Facility (RCF), which is currently undrawn and not relied upon for the purpose of the going concern
assessment. The Group is in compliance with the debt covenant.
In all scenarios assessed, taking into account liquidity and available resources and before the inclusion of all mitigating
actions within management control, the Group was able to maintain sufficient liquidity to continue trading. On the
basis of the assessment performed, the Directors consider it is appropriate to continue to adopt the going concern
basis in preparing the condensed consolidated financial statements for the period ended 30 June 2022.

ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURE (“APM”)
APMs used by the Group are reviewed below to provide a definition from each non-IFRS APM to its IFRS equivalent,
and to explain the purpose and usefulness of each APM.
In general, APMs are presented externally to meet investors' requirements for further clarity and transparency of the
Group's underlying financial performance. The APMs are also used internally in the management of our business
performance, budgeting and forecasting.
APMs are non-IFRS measures. As a result, APMs allow investors and other readers to review different kinds of
revenue, profits and costs and should not be used in isolation. Commentary within the Year-End Results, including
the Financial Review, as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements and the accompanying notes, should be
referred to in order to fully appreciate all the factors that affect our business. We strongly encourage readers not to
rely on any single financial measure, but to carefully review our reporting in its entirety.
Adjusted results at a constant currency
H1 2021 figures presented at constant currency represent H1 2021 reported figures translated at average H1 2022
exchange rates.
EBITA
EBIT, as presented in Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss, excluding amortisation and impairments of goodwill
and intangible assets and reconciled in note (7) borrowings.
EBITDA
EBIT, as presented in Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss, excluding depreciation, amortisation and
impairments and reconciled in note (7) borrowings.
Adjusted EBITDA and EBITA
To provide further transparency and clarity to the ongoing, underlying financial performance of the Group, adjusted
EBITDA and EBITA are used. Both measures exclude other income and expenses as presented in Consolidated
Statement of Profit or Loss and reconciled in note (7) borrowings.
Adjusted earnings per share (“Adjusted EPS”)
Adjusted EPS is used to assess the Company's operational performance per ordinary share outstanding. It is calculated
using adjusted EBITA (as described above) and removes the impact of certain foreign exchange effects, amortisation,
one-off restructuring expenses and impairments, other non-cash financial income and expenses, that are not directly
related to operational performance. Effective tax rate for adjusted EPS is calculated by applying the effective tax rate
normalised for restructuring expenses and impairments. A reconciliation of reported EPS from the condensed
consolidated statement of profit or loss can to adjusted EPS can be found in the table ‘Earnings per share’ above.

Operating cash flow and free cash flow
Alternative measures for cash flow are presented to reflect net cash inflow from operating activities before certain
items. Free cash flow is considered relevant to reflect the cash performance of business operations after meeting the
usual obligations of financing and tax. It is therefore measured before all other remaining cash flows, being those
related to acquisitions and disposals, other equity-related and debt-related funding movements, and foreign
exchange impacts on financing and investing activities. A reconciliation can be found in the table ‘cash flow’ above.
Working capital
Working capital and intensity provides a measure how efficient the Company is in managing operating cash
conversion cycles. Working capital is the sum of manageable working capital, composed of inventories, trade
receivables and trade payables, contract assets and contract liabilities. Working capital intensity is measured as a
percentage of last three months annualised revenue (€3,416 million).
Accounts receivable is defined as trade receivables plus contracts assets, less contract liabilities in financial notes (6)
and (8). Accounts payable is defined at trade payables in financial note (8).
Net debt
We present an alternative measure to bring together the various funding sources that are included in the
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position and the accompanying notes. Net debt is a measure defined in the
Group’s principal financing arrangements and reflects the net indebtedness of the Group and includes; all cash, cash
equivalents and marketable securities (€443 million), any debt or debt-like items (€1,627 million), and IFRS 16 leases
(€54 million). Net debt can be reconciled to note (7) borrowings.
Return on invested capital
ROIC is calculated as adjusted net operating profit after tax (NOPAT), divided by total invested capital for the year.
Invested capital is a sum of non-current assets including deferred tax assets, trade and other current receivables,
inventories and income tax receivables less other non-current financial assets, deferred tax liabilities, trade and other
current liabilities, income tax liabilities and current provisions. Adjusted net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) is
calculated as sum of Adjusted EBITA, Amortisation expense and result from joint ventures and associates less income
taxes paid.
Liquidity
Liquidity comprises cash and cash equivalents €443 million and unutilised credit facilities of €600 million. Liquidity
can be reconciled in the Going Concern section of note (1).

DEFINITIONS
RHI Magnesita or the
Company or the Group

RHI Magnesita N.V. or RHI Magnesita N.V. and its subsidiary
undertakings, as appropriate

H1 2022 or the Period

Six months ended 30 June 2022

H1 2021

Six months ended 30 June 2021

FY 2021

Twelve months ended 31 December 2021

APMs

Alternative performance measures

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This announcement contains (or may contain) certain forward-looking statements with respect to certain of the
Company's current expectations and projections about future events. These statements, which sometimes use words
such as "aim", "anticipate", "believe", "intend", "plan", "estimate", "expect" and words of similar meaning, reflect
the directors' beliefs and expectations and involve a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions which could
cause actual results and performance to differ materially from any expected future results or performance expressed
or implied by the forward-looking statement. Statements contained in this announcement regarding past trends or
activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. The
information contained in this announcement is subject to change without notice and, except as required by
applicable law, the Company does not assume any responsibility or obligation to update publicly or review any of the
forward-looking statements contained in it and nor does it intend to. You should not place undue reliance on forwardlooking statements, which apply only as of the date of this announcement. No statement in this announcement is or
is intended to be a profit forecast or profit estimate or to imply that the earnings of the Company for the current or
future financial years will necessarily match or exceed the historical or published earnings of the Company. As a
result of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the recipient should not place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements as a prediction of actual results or otherwise. The Company has no obligation or undertaking to
update or revise the forward-looking statements contained in this announcement to reflect any change in its
expectations or any change in events, conditions, or circumstances on which such statements are based unless
required to do so by applicable regulations.

